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Abstract— For amputees, walking on sloped surfaces is one
of the most challenging tasks in their daily lives. Unfortunately,
designing a prosthesis that can effectively adapt to varying
terrain is an ongoing problem. In this paper, we propose a
unified control scheme that enables a powered transfemoral
prosthesis to perform human-like walking on sloped terrains
regardless of the slope and without any knowledge of the
upcoming slope. The control scheme implements impedance
control and trajectory tracking during the stance and swing
phase, respectively. In the impedance control scheme, properly
tuned impedance parameters are used to provide a stable
and compliant stance phase that adapts to the slope of the
ground. During the swing phase, the system is controlled by
a Proportional-Derivative (PD) controller to track the desired
trajectories based on cubic Bezier polynomials. These trajecto-
ries were obtained by solving an offline optimization problem
compared to human slope walking data. Any slope walking
trajectories can be generated online by using the optimized
Bezier coefficients. At the terminal swing phase, a low gain
PD controller is utilized to adapt to the unexpected terrains
and smoothly track the generated trajectories. The proposed
control framework is implemented on a powered transfemoral
prosthesis, AMPRO II, on various slopes. The results validate
the controller’s ability to adapt to terrain inclinations within
the range of ±10◦.

I. INTRODUCTION

Amputation can have a negative impact on patients, psy-
chologically and physically. In particular, lower limb am-
putation results in the reduction of amputees’ mobility and
dexterity in their daily living – making patients vulnerable
to fall and injury [19]. According to the National Center for
Health Statistics, transfemoral amputees account for 18.5%
of more than 1.2 million amputees in the United States [21].
This makes transfemoral amputees the second largest group
among the lower limb amputations [3], [4]. Transfemoral
amputees have increased difficulties compared to able-bodied
individuals and transtibial amputees due to missing two
major joints of articulation. Particularly, slopes can cause
problems with gait and balance for transfemoral amputees
[9]. In order for amputees to walk successfully on slopes they
must make energy compensations to their gait [6], [13], [29]
– a mighty task for transfemoral amputees who are missing
vital muscles, have limited range of motion, and likely have
limited push off from their prosthesis [12], [13], [15], [16],
[29].
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Thus, transfemoral prostheses need to perform stable
human-like locomotion under circumstances such as flat-
ground and sloped terrains. However, existing passive and
micro-processor prostheses have fallen short in achieving this
goal. Therefore, there have been several studies on powered
transfemoral prostheses, specifically in designing controllers
that can emulate human-like gait. A powered transfemoral
prosthesis developed by Vanderbilt University, based on
impedance control, uses a set of impedance parameters
derived from the user’s walking gait [22]. Although the
device performs well under diverse walking conditions, it
mandates a rigorous tuning process by incorporating user-
feedback and joint sensors during walking trials [10], [23].
Zhao et al., proposed Human-Inspired Control to avoid the
tuning process by using mathematically optimized human-
like walking functions [32]. This control scheme also has
the advantage of being mathematically stable due to Par-
tial Hybrid Zero Dynamics (PHZD) [1], [32]. However,
to generate the trajectories for different walking scenarios
while satisfying PHZD conditions, the optimization problem
becomes difficult to solve in real-time because of the opti-
mization complexity. To overcome this difficulty, a previous
study using convex optimization based spline generation
was proposed to generate upslope and flat-ground walking
trajectories in real-time [14]. The advantage of this method
is the ability to perform flat-ground and upslope walking
without any slope information. This is done by adapting
to the slope with low gain PD control and blending into
the flat-ground walking trajectory with spline generation.
However, this method is not applicable to downslopes since
the associated walking trajectories vary greatly from those of
upslope walking. Specifically, downslope walking demands
more knee flexion to avoid foot strikes [12]. In an attempt
to enable both upslope and downslope walking, a study
using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was conducted
to generate walking trajectories [7]. The results provide a
basis for performing real-time slope walking using a lower-
dimensional information set. However, this solution requires
the detection of slope angle beforehand. Another attempt to
overcome the difficulty of sloped walking was conducted
using a human-inspired phase variable [17]. This method
avoids switching the controller depending on the walking
conditions and allows the prosthesis to continuously synchro-
nize with the user’s gait. This approach provides a control
framework without any additional tuning process according
to the walking conditions, such as different gait speeds
or upslopes and downslopes. However, for the downslope
walking, the prosthetic walking results are provided only
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on the small gradients. Hence, in our work, we propose a
new approach that would have to cover all slope conditions
while minimizing the number of required sensors and heavy
optimization in real-time. This is achieved using a single
set of impedance and control gain parameters as well as
Bezier polynomials to provide proper walking trajectories
for all slopes. In addition, by solving an offline optimiza-
tion problem without having knowledge of slope, we can
propose a unified control scheme regardless of the slope.
Details are presented as follows; in Section II, the underlying
background knowledge is described such as human walk-
ing phase and joint kinematic observations on the slopes.
Based on the findings from human walking, the proposed
method is presented in Section III. The customized powered
transfemoral prosthetic system is explained to validate the
proposed idea, and the experimental results are shown and
discussed in Section IV and V, respectively.

II. PROSTHESIS CONTROL STRATEGIES
BASED ON HUMAN WALKING OBSERVATION

Though individuals have different heights and limb
lengths, they all share a definite pattern [12] due to the
kinematic traits of human walking. In this section, the under-
lying knowledge of this shared human locomotion such as the
human walking phases and the joint kinematic observation
is presented. In addition, the proper control strategies and
the walking phase detection are discussed for making the
prosthetic system mimic human walking.

A. Human walking phases

In order to study the aforementioned human walking
pattern, it is necessary to detect the walking phase. Human
locomotion is a complex behavior consisting of several
events, such as heel-strike (HS), flat-foot (FF), push-off (PO),
and toe-off (TO) [25]. Considering these events, human gait
can be discretized into finite phases. In this study, human gait
was considered to consist of two walking phases: i) stance
phase lasting from HS to PO and ii) swing phase lasting from
PO to another HS (Fig. 1). The stance phase is commonly
specified from 0% to 60% of a gait cycle, and the swing
phase is specified from 60% to 100% of the cycle [25].

B. Human locomotion observation on the sloped surfaces

To observe the joint kinematic traits for human locomotion
on sloped surfaces, we collected human walking data with
a motion capture system (9 Oqus 210c cameras, Qualisys
North America, Inc.). A subject (able-bodied male, 28 years,
5’7” height, 150lb weight) walked on a treadmill while
the joint kinematics were captured by 14 reflective markers
placed on the subject’s body as illustrated in Fig. 2 [24].
During the test, the inclination of the treadmill was varied
among seven different angles, from -15° to 15° in increments
of 5°. We set the limit of the slope angle at ±15° since the
angles exceeding ±15° are rarely encountered in daily living.

According to the motion capture results, illustrated in Fig.
1, the patterns of human slope locomotion can be described
for different terrain conditions as follows. The following

Fig. 1: The ankle (a,b) and knee (c,d) slope walking trajec-
tories for seven different slopes. Black lines indicate flat-
ground walking trajectories while blue and red lines indicate
upslope and downslope walking trajectories, respectively.
The shaded regions describe the different control algorithms
according to the different walking phases. A single gait cycle
is defined from HS to another HS in percentage terms.

Fig. 2: During the data collection using a motion capture
system, 14 reflective markers were put on the subject’s body:
right and left shoulder, hip, knee, ankle, heel, toe, toe bone,
and the left side of the back.

walking trends are also validated by different studies [12],
[14], [17].

• Flat-ground: The ankle dorsiflexion occurs before HS
and plantar-flexion occurs during PO (Fig. 1a,b black-
lines). Likewise, the knee joint also undergoes angular
deflections: slight flexion and extension after HS, and
extensive flexion and extension during the swing phase
(Fig. 1c,d black-lines).

• Upslope: The ankle joint angle increases with respect
to the slope increment in the range of 0% - 60% and
80% - 100% of the gait cycle. On the other hand, in the
mid-range of the gait cycle, all ankle deflections tend to
converge to the flat-ground trajectory regardless of the
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surface’s inclination (Fig. 1a blue-lines). An identical
trend was observed in the knee deflections (Fig. 1c blue-
lines).

• Downslope: The ankle joint angles remain the same as
those of flat-ground walking regardless of the inclination
angles (Fig. 1b red-lines). On the other hand, the knee
joint angles deviate from the flat-ground trajectory as
the downslope angle grows steeper (Fig. 1d red-lines).

C. Robotic strategy over sloped surfaces

In order to mimic the natural gait of humans on the
sloped surfaces above, it is important to decide on a proper
control framework for the prosthetic system. In this study,
two primary methods are applied to the prosthetic system: i)
during the stance phase, the prosthesis is controlled using
impedance control that uses parameters derived from the
human gait cycle (Fig. 1 blue-shade), while ii) PD control
is implemented during the swing phase to track the desired
trajectories (Fig. 1 red-shade). At the terminal swing phase,
low PD gain parameters are used to make the prosthesis
adapt to different terrains without any conflicts (Fig. 1 green-
shade). As it is shown in the figure, during the early to
mid-swing phase (60% - 85%) of the downslope walking
cycle, the knee joint angle trajectories vary considerably with
the inclination angle. Note that if the knee flexion of the
prosthesis is not large enough while walking downslope,
the user may stumble. On the contrary, upslope walking
trajectories for the same section of the gait cycle show
that the ankle and knee joint angle trajectories conform to
the flat-ground walking trajectory (Fig. 1). To generate the
proper trajectories with respect to any inclination, Bezier
curves were utilized during the early-mid-swing phase; this
is discussed in Section III.

D. Human gait synchronization

To achieve stable walking while using the prosthesis, it
is crucial to make the prosthetic system synchronize with
the user’s kinematics during the locomotion. Such synchro-
nization would enable the detection of the user’s walking
progression and provide the appropriate control signal to
follow the proper trajectory. In order to achieve this goal,
we are using a phase variable which is widely utilized in the
field of robotics [14], [17], [32]. Using the phase variable
enables accurate detection of the stage of the gait cycle
without having to consider the time that has elapsed.

The phase variable candidates are known to be monotonic;
i.e., they are mapped into the gait cycle in a one-to-one man-
ner [26]–[28]. According to the previous research [26], [27],
the thigh angle in a global coordinate frame is stated as a
good candidate for a phase variable. The change of the global
thigh angle can be assumed to be a cosine-like function that
has the same periodicity as the human walking gait cycle
(i.e., θth ≈ Acos(ωt), where ω is referring to walking speed).
To satisfy the condition for its monotonic trend, the thigh
angle and its integral (

∫
θth(τ)dτ ≈ Bsin(ωt)) together are

used to create the phase variable (Φ := arctan(
∫

θth(τ)dτ

θth
)).

Before using the thigh angle to compute the phase variable,

a normalization process is needed because the variation of
thigh angle is different for each step. Therefore, to make the
phase variable vary within the bounded range, we propose
to normalize the thigh angle using the updated range from
the most recent gait.

However, this phase variable still has a limitation since
the thigh angle profile is not an ideal cosine function and the
normalization process uses the previous step information. To
make the walking phase detection more improved, five force
sensors (toe: 2, mid-foot: 2, heel: 1) at the bottom of the
prosthetic foot are utilized along with the phase variable; the
foot-rolling motion can also be used to indicate critical events
during walking (i.e., HS, FF, PO and TO). In the system,
it is programmed that when the physical PO is detected
by force sensors, the system switches to the swing phase
without an indication from the phase variable. By using two
independent sources of walking detection, the users can have
more reliable gait with the prosthesis on various slopes.

III. UNIFIED CONTROL FRAMEWORK
FOR SLOPE WALKING

The powered prosthetic system is operated with a control
framework illustrated in Fig. 3. At the highest level, the
micro-processor determines the appropriate walking state
using the phase variable and force sensors to detect the
user intention during walking. Depending on the determined
state, the mid-level controller calculates the desired torques
and communicates with the motor drivers. At the lowest
level, the system implements torque control by modulating
current to the motors for each joint. In this section, we
focus on mid-level control strategies: impedance control and
trajectory tracking. Especially, a unified trajectory generation
for different slope conditions during the swing phase is
addressed and discussed.

A. Impedance based controller

To successfully control the system during the stance phase,
the impedance-based approach is suggested rather than tra-
jectory tracking. The torque at each joint can be described by
the following function consisting of a virtual angular stiffness
(ki), damping parameter (bi), and the equilibrium angle (θ eq

i ),
where i ∈ {ankle,knee}.

τi = ki(θi−θ
eq
i )+biθ̇i (1)

According to the previous research [22], [23], the me-
chanical impedance of human joints vary while walking.
In order to enforce this idea to the prosthetic system, the
human gait is usually separated into several stages. Some
researchers use different constant impedance values for each
stage [22], [23], other researchers use piece-wise functions
to represent the ankle impedance during the human walking
gait cycle [11], [18]. While the previous studies constrain
the joint impedance parameters to be constant within a given
state [22], [23], the impedance values used during the stance
phase in this study can be described as functions of the
phase variable – the virtual angular stiffnesses (ka, kk) are
set linearly increase, and the damping of the ankle (ba) to
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Fig. 3: The systemic flow of the prosthesis is illustrated above. The phase variable φ ∈ [0,1] is calculated from IMU data.
Event detector (i.e., the information from both IMU and force sensors) determines the gait phase: stance or swing. θ des

i , θ̇ des
i ,

θ act
i , θ̇ act

i indicate the desired joint angle, angular velocity and the actual joint angle, angular velocity respectively, where
i ∈ {ankle,knee}.

linearly decrease, while the damping for the knee (bk) is set
to be constant. Though the final equilibrium angles of the
ankle and knee (θ eq

a , θ
eq
k ) were considered to decrease to

-12° and -45° respectively during the swing phase according
to [5], the equilibrium angles in this case are set to 0° and -5°
since we only use the impedance parameters for the stance
phase.

B. Cubic Bezier polynomials based optimization

Fig. 4: (a) Cubic Bezier polynomial with control points
(Ps

i0−Ps
i3). When Ps

i0, Ps
i3 are fixed, depending on the con-

trol points Ps
i1 and Ps

i2, the final curvature Zs
i (t) varies

dramatically. (b) Based on Zs
i (t), human slope walking

optimization was performed comparing to the human data
(Hs

i ) for both joints, where i ∈ {ankle,knee} and s ∈
{−15°,−10°,−5°,0°,5°,10°,15°}. Note that the trajectory
shown in the figure is not indicating any specific joint, but
an arbitrary trajectory for explaining the concept.

During the swing phase, to guarantee a sufficient foot
clearance (especially for the downslope walking), the proper

walking trajectories according to the inclination are required.
In order to generate the proper trajectories during the swing
phase, 3rd order Bezier polynomials are used as the base
function, where t ∈ [0,1] which is related to the gait cycle
(60% – 85%) and the control points (Ps

i0−Ps
i3) are corre-

sponding to the proper joint angles :

Zs
i (t) = (1− t)3Ps

i0 +3t(1− t)2Ps
i1 +3t2(1− t)Ps

i2 + t3Ps
i3 (2)

According to the geometric relationship between the control
points of Bezier polynomials in Fig. 4a, Ps

i1 and Ps
i2 can be

re-described using Ps
i0,P

s
i3,vi0,vi3 as below, where Pi0Pi1x and

Pi2Pi3x are the horizontal projections of Pi0Pi1 and Pi2Pi3,
respectively :

Ps
i1 = (Ps

i0 +Pi0Pi1xvi0)

Ps
i2 = (Ps

i3−Pi2Pi3xvi3)
(3)

Based on the human observation in Fig. 1, the underlying
assumptions are considered that i) at 60% of the gait cycle,
the gradient of joint angle (vi0) on the different slopes seem
to be the same regardless of the slopes, ii) at 85% of the
gait cycle, all slope walking trajectories are converging into
the same joint position (Ps

i3) with the identical gradient of
joint angle (vi3) and iii) the same Pi0Pi1x, Pi2Pi3x are used
for all slope walking trajectories. Note that the proper joint
positions at PO (Ps

i0), at 85% of gait cycle (Ps
i3) and their

velocities (vi0, vi3) are given beforehand based on the human
data while solving the problem.

To get closer slope walking trajectories to human walking,
an offline optimization problem was defined to minimize the
error between the Bezier curves (Zs

i ) and the human data
(Hs

i ) shown in Fig. 4b :

min
xi1, xi2

f = ∑
s
||Zs

i (t)−Hs
i (φ)||

s.t Zs
i (0) = Hs

i (0.60) = Ps
i0 ,∀s

Zs
i (1) = Hs

i (0.85) = Ps
i3 ,∀s

Żs
i (0) = Ḣs

i (0.60) = vi0 ,∀s
Żs

i (1) = Ḣs
i (0.85) = vi3 ,∀s

(4)
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TABLE I: Optimized coefficients for Bezier curve with the
correlation of 0.9818 (ankle) and 0.9976 (knee) comparing
to human data during 60% - 85% of the gait cycle

Coefficients Ankle (i:=a) Knee (i:=k)
xi1 0.1122 0.0617
xi2 0.1170 0.0568

While satisfying the boundary constraints, Euclidean norm
was used to find the optimal values which can minimize the
defined objective function in Eq. 4. In this problem, from the
vector Xi := [xi0, xi1, xi2, xi3]

T = [Pi0, Pi0Pi1x, Pi2Pi3x, Pi3]
T ,

only xi1 and xi2 were treated as the free variables since
[xi0,xi3]

T = [Pi0,Pi3]
T were given by the assumption. This

Eq. 4 is handled as an offline optimization problem using
MATLAB. The optimal coefficients from the optimization
problem have been presented in Table I. In the prosthetic
system, Pi3 and vi3 are given from the human observation
while the initial point (Pi0) and velocity (vi0) are updated
for every gait cycle by the sensor data with high correlation
(Table I). Using these coefficients, Bezier curve trajectories
can be generated in real-time without mandating online
optimization.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION

A. Powered Transfemoral Prosthesis

AMPRO II is the second generation powered transfemoral
prosthetic system custom-designed at Texas A&M Univer-
sity. It is fully actuated with two Brushless DC (BLDC)
motors (MOOG, BN28) positioned at the ankle and knee.
AMPRO II is operated by a 3-layered control framework that
tracks the generated joint angle trajectories in accordance
with the user’s gait progression, which is determined by a
phase variable calculated based on the global thigh angle
measured by a 9-axis Inertia Measurement Unit (IMU) on the
prosthesis. Force sensors (Tekscan, FlexForce) underneath
the prosthetic foot are also utilized to detect walking events
(i.e., heel-strike or push-off) for switching from stance phase
to swing phase, and vice versa. During operation, the IMU
processor and high-level control (implemented by two ele-
ment14, BeagleBone Black operating at 200Hz) are used to
calculate the phase variable and the corresponding walking
state. Depending on the estimated walking state, the mid-
level controller calculates the desired torques and transmits
them to the motor drivers (ELMO, G-SOLWHI); these motor
drivers control the two actuators via Controller Area Network
(CAN) protocol at the lowest level. The actual joint angle
data are captured by two high-resolution optical encoders
(US Digital, E5) on the prosthesis.

In order to provide both compliance and pushing force
to the prosthetic foot, we divided the foot into two parts
(i.e., toe and foot-base) and connected them using a hinge
and spring steel (Fig. 5). The hinge acts as a toe joint, and
the spring steel on the foot can provide the elastic restoring
force to the system during PO. The location of the toe joint
was determined based on the human factor [20] (i.e., where
the foot bends with respect to the entire foot). According

Fig. 5: AMPRO II is comprised on an actuated knee and
ankle and a passive toe joint.

Fig. 6: The preliminary experiment with the able-bodied
subject was conducted on the treadmill in seven different
slopes. During the experiment, the safety issue was handled
with the handrail support along the walkway under the
supervisor.

to Winter [30], forefoot strike occurs with a striking index
between 0.67 and 1.00 during running; strike index 0 refers
to the end of the heel and 1.00 refers to the tip of the toe. The
stiffness of the toe joint can be modulated by changing the
number of spring steel sheets. In this research, we applied
three layers of spring steel which is corresponding to 9
Nm/rad stiffness [8].

B. Experimental setup & protocol

To validate that the prosthetic system successfully meets
the needs for sloped walking, an indoor experiment was
designed as shown in Fig. 6. The experiment was conducted
on a treadmill with handrails installed along the sides to
assure the safety of the subject. The experimental protocol
was reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review
Board (IRB) at Texas A&M University (IRB2015-0607F).

A healthy subject (male, 5’7” height, 150lb weight) par-
ticipated in the experiment with the L-shape simulator that
attached to the prosthetic. The subject was asked to walk on
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Fig. 7: The comparison between the human data (a - d) and the prosthetic data (e - h) from the encoder on both joints for a
single gait cycle. All the bold lines in the prosthetic results indicate are the average of five steps performed by the subject
while the shades indicate ±1 standard deviation. Note that the results on ±7° slope are shown only in the prosthesis’ result
since the corresponding human data were not collected.

a treadmill at seven different slopes: -10°, -7°, -5°, 0°, 5°,
7° and 10°. The experiment was not conducted on the ±15°
slope due to the physical limitation of the prosthesis’s design;
the range of knee joint angle was limited to maximum 63°
with a L-shape simulator. The treadmill speed was based
on the user’s comfort (1.71 km/h) and all joint kinematic
data of the subject was captured using the encoders on the
prosthesis.

C. Experimental results and discussion

The encoder data from the experiment for a single gait
cycle is indicated in Fig. 7. Fig. 7e-h show that both ankle
and knee joint trajectories have qualitatively similar walking
compared to human slope walking trajectories (Fig. 7a-d).
Specifically, at the knee joint, compliant walking during
the stance phase and the enlarged flexion depending on
the downslope during the swing phase are clearly shown.
However, it is shown that the knee joint angle has a relatively
large difference compared to the human results. This is
because the aforementioned hardware limitation to the knee
joint mainly causes the joint angle difference from to the
human data. From the supplemental video result [31], we
would check the enlarged knee flexion by tracking the
desired Bezier trajectory can avoid the collision with the
slope even though it has less flexion compared to the human
data. At the ankle joint, as the slope increases the initial
joint angle increases. This is also seen in the human data
although, in the prosthesis, these differences are not as great.
Also, for both upslope and downslope, PO can be observed
in the prosthetic walking even though this is not as great
as human walking. Differences between human walking and
prosthesis walking can be due to a variety of reasons. Since
the experiment was conducted with the able-bodied subject,
using a simulator could affect the subject’s gait itself which

is related to the difference from human data. The joint angle
differences during the stance phase can be improved by a
tuning process to provide better impedance parameters. This
also can improve the result at swing phase because the
proposed method can be varying depending on the initial
conditions at PO.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed framework for slope walking allows the
transfemoral prosthesis to overcome some difficulties of
slope walking in real-time. Regardless of the slope infor-
mation, appropriate joint trajectories can be generated from
the suggested algorithm and can be tracked using a tuned PD
controller during the swing phase. An impedance controller
is implemented for the stance phase which enables the user
to adapt to the slope more easily. During the swing phase,
the prosthesis requires the proper joint angle trajectories to
avoid a possible collision with the slope. This is achieved
in this study by using cubic Bezier polynomials to provide
enough flexibility to generate different joint trajectories as
the inclination varies. By solving an offline optimization
with the Bezier polynomials, the optimized parameters have
a benefit to unify the trajectory generation process without
prior knowledge of slope – resulting in a fast trajectory
generation with proper foot clearance. Future work can be
dedicated to improving the comfort and functionality of the
prosthesis. Specifically, we plan to deeply examine how the
effect of push-off changes when the stiffness of the toe
joint or the cushioning material under the foot changes.
Furthermore, to achieve a rigorous agreement about the
stability, we plan to generate the walking gait using trajectory
optimization to generate the walking motion with multi-
contact phase [2], which can be achieved by incorporating
the human and prosthesis models.
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